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About Us
The Digital Future for Europe coalition has over 100
supporters made up of successful tech startups, scaleups,
unicorns, think tanks and trade associations from digital
frontrunner countries. Digital Future for Europe formed to
help our countries learn from best practices on tech policy,
and to support policymakers at national and European
level in developing policies that will help European tech
companies grow.
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Executive summary
Covid-19 has revealed the critical
importance of the tech sector. Without
it, lockdown would have required
a complete economic shutdown.
Technology is also the core of the new
health response and our research found
a number of inspiring examples of
European tech companies delivering huge
value, and at short notice.
European startups already provide
approximately two million jobs and
even in normal market circumstances,
startups are Europe’s number one job
growth engine. This has been driven by
the use of AI which has been increasing
in many areas, allowing companies to
find solutions to new challenges, increase
safety and save time and money – all
of which are more important than ever
during the pandemic.
It is clear the tech sector will be
essential to Europe’s economic recovery,
future growth and resilience to future
pandemics.

Despite these benefits we have
identified a number of risks to Europe’s
tech sector that the recommendations
in this report aim to address:
First, the countries our coalition
members live and work in have had
very different approaches to supporting
the tech sector through the pandemic.
Many startups have struggled because the
government support hasn’t been tailored
to their circumstances. Our analysis finds
three categories of EU countries:
++ Tech growth focused. For example,
the UK’s €560 million Future Fund
gives matched loans to startups
that can also get private investment
backing. This gives support to SMEs
without a long revenue history, but
ensures they are strong enough to also
attract private sector investment.
++ Tech survival focused. For example,
the Netherlands COL loan, while also
providing matched loans above a

Our recommendations:
1.

The Commission should create an expanded fund for innovative Covid
resilience projects

2. Digital frontrunner countries should seek to harmonise their support for startups
3. Digital frontrunner governments should explore the benefit of Digital
Adoption Funds
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certain amount, requires much more
detailed evidence of revenue loss
and future needs, and has a very high
evidence burden on the SMEs involved
in terms of, for example, cost cutting
measures. It is focused on survival
rather than growth.
++ General company focused. For
example Belgium has a general credit
deferral measure, but not one that
stimulates growth or is particularly
focused on innovative SMEs.
Second, there is a risk that if there isn’t
more co-operation between European
countries, others will forge ahead.
++ Singapore, for example, has invested
$352 million to help local businesses
digitally transform in response to
COVID-19.
++ Israel allotted an additional budget
of NIS 390 million ($115 million) to
the Israel Innovation Authority, the
government’s tech investment arm,
to increase support for SMEs in the
Covid-19 crisis.

Singapore has a population of 5 million,
and Israel has 8.8 million people. These are
small countries spending a large amount on
their tech future.
We have also identified two key areas
where future tech delivery in the EU
will be crucial and where our coalition is
particularly well positioned to help:
++ Tracking and testing capability led
by companies like Solita in Finland,
Zoe in the UK, and governments like
Ireland. This must be supported by
the right digital ID infrastructure – the
more collaboration between digital
frontrunner countries through the EU’s
single market, the better.
++ The future of work and education,
for example led by companies like
Worksome in Denmark and MyTutor in
the UK. This allows people to continue
to work and contribute to the labour
market from home. We need to ensure
that the valuable learnings from recent
months are captured and shared with
stakeholders and governments

Our recommendations:
4. Digital frontrunner nations should collaborate on digital ID to create a blueprint
for the rest of Europe to follow
5. Capture best practice on remote working / education from across digital
frontrunner countries and share at EU level
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Third, we are concerned that the
European Union’s emerging approach to
‘technological sovereignty’ is unlikely to
deal with the fundamental challenges
of European tech companies – and may,
in fact, harm their ability to grow and
compete.
While we welcome EU plans to invest
in Europe’s tech capability and skills,
the growing discussion around the idea
of ‘technological sovereignty’ and the
emergence of a range of associated
policy proposals risks restricting growth
opportunities for European tech companies
and inhibiting access to innovative tech.
Our coalition raised two main concerns
about the future:

++ narrowing of funding options, including
from foreign funds which have
previously driven the growth of many
European tech companies;
++ increasing the regulatory burden and
impact on the competitive landscape
that EU policy might create.
Our recommendations, which build
on those in previous papers, are for an
approach that encourages European
growth, rather than punishing companies.
These are summarised below, and are
echoed almost entirely by a recent paper
from the German Fraunhofer institute1 –
probably the most successful governmental
entity at supporting innovation and growth
in Europe – on technological sovereignty.

Our recommendations:
6. Ensure foreign VC investment continues.
Any proposals must involve consultation
with investors to ensure that foreign
investment – which has been a major driver
of the growth of European tech companies
– is not deterred.
7. Ensure that foreign contribution to
European digital infrastructure and
talent continues. The growth of Europe’s
digital infrastructure and talent pool is of
critical importance to economic recovery.
The EU must frame its commitment to
‘technological sovereignty’ in a way that
supports the ongoing investment in
European digital infrastructure.
8. Adopt regulatory frameworks that
encourage innovation and consider a
moratorium on new regulation until a

body such as the EIC’s Innovation Forum
has undertaken a review.
9. Mutual recognition of Startup Visas
across the Digital Frontrunner countries
to attract global talent
10. Move further and faster on the openness
and movement of data. We welcome the
European Commission’s commitment to
making the EU a leader in a data-driven
society, but believe that the D9 can lead
the way in implementing the expanded
principles of the Finnish Presidency’s
approach towards the data economy. In
doing so we can move radically speed
up strategy for the promotion of the data
economy.
11. Lead the way on innovative public sector
procurement and R&D
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The importance of the tech sector
in navigating the pandemic
The Covid-19 pandemic has caused a global health crisis and
unprecedented economic uncertainty.
There have been 44 million recorded cases of the virus and over a million people have
lost their lives. The health impact on individuals and families has been accompanied by
the worst economic recession in nearly a century. Attempts by national governments
to control the virus through lockdowns and social distancing measures have slowed its
spread and saved lives but have had a significant impact on society. Economic activity
has been halted, with the cumulative loss to global GDP over 2020 and 2021 estimated at
around 9 trillion dollars.2 Education has been disrupted, with more than 1.2 billion children
in 186 countries affected by school closures.3 Exceptional levels of public borrowing
have been required, with European nations
providing over €1.78 trillion in loans, grants
The most resilient sector
and guarantees and the United States
coming out of this crisis is
providing over $2.79 trillion (€2.35 trillion).4
tech. But the crucial thing
As restrictions begin to be eased, fears of
is how tech has enabled so
second and third waves of infections are
many other sectors to become
more resilient. It’s obvious
a cause of constant concern to political
that the more a Government
leaders who face making an impossible
does to protect startups
choice between prioritising people’s health
and scaleups, the more they
or livelihoods.
will enable a tech-powered
recovery for the entire
As we demonstrate in the case studies
economy.
below, the tech sector has played a vital role
in confronting the challenges posed by the
– Joel Gladwin, Coadec
pandemic.
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Tech companies playing a
crucial role: healthcare
Softbrik is a startup from Luxembourg
which uses AI to help businesses capture
the voices of their customers and provide
feedback on their emotional state
and other key insights. With support
from the Luxembourg Government’s
StartupsvsCovid19 initiative, Softbrik is
using their technology to help doctors
better understand the pain and symptoms
of their patients.
Ugentec is a Belgian tech company which
utilised its AI-powered data tool to speed
up the results of DNA-based Covid-19
tests by 30 times. Through this they
were able to seriously accelerate testing
capacities throughout Belgium.

Tech companies playing a
crucial role: transport and
logistics
Bolt was founded in Estonia in 2013 as
a ride-sharing taxi app. As cities around
the world were restricting movement,
Bolt started looking into ways to help
people in quarantine acquire the products
they needed. It started offering free
rides or delivering free food to health
professionals and other front-line workers.
It launched grocery delivery on Bolt Food
in a matter of days, expanding from four
to 13 markets and rolled out Bolt Business
Delivery. It is an example of the unique
flexibility of tech companies to meet
the rapidly changing needs of society –
especially at a time when people most
need help.

Solita
Solita is a consultancy based in Finland that enables
companies across a range of sectors to digitally
transform and grow.
Selected by the Finnish Institute for
Health and Welfare to develop the
country’s mobile contact tracing app, Solita
performed a crucial role in Finland’s fight

against the virus.6 By developing the app
with a particular attention to the privacy
requirements of its users, it was possible to
provide a powerful solution to the health crisis.
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Voi is a mobility innovator specialising
in developing e-scooters founded in
Sweden. Through its network of accessible
shared electric vehicles, Voi has enabled
thousands of individuals across Europe to
travel freely and happily whilst remaining
environmentally friendly. As lockdowns
lifted across Europe, Voi has been diligently
putting its scooters back on the streets to
provide its customers with a simple way of
avoiding crowded public transport.

Tech companies playing a
crucial role: education
Eduflow is a Danish online learning
platform that enables teachers to create
courses with active participation and
student collaboration. Although the
e-learning business was steadily growing
before Covid-19, the pandemic and the
closure of schools across Europe has
thrust companies like Eduflow to the fore,

requiring them to scale their business
rapidly whilst upholding the same high
level of quality. Through companies like
Eduflow, schools and universities have
been able to expand e-learning by creating
dynamic courses that ensure greater
student participation.
MyTutor is an EdTech company providing
tutoring online. During the pandemic it
launched Online School, a platform offering
free live group tutorials in GCSE subjects
every day. The UK-based company did this
to give some much-needed extra learning
support to students while schools are
closed and as a marketing tool to boost
awareness of its services.

Tech tools playing a crucial
role: cloud
French tech company Clevy.io used cloud
technology to launch a chatbot responsible

MEDS
MEDS is a Swedish-based online pharmacy selling
prescription and over-the-counter medicine.
It operates without any physical stores and
was therefore perfectly placed to meet the
needs of thousands of people requiring
medical supplies. During the pandemic
MEDS doubled their team almost overnight,
providing a vital service for people no
longer able to access physical pharmacies
– especially elderly customers. For the

first time, the elderly became a crucial
demographic in online pharmaceutical
sales. This provides further evidence of
how Covid-19 has rapidly changed the
consuming behaviours of swathes of the
population, including the elderly, and driven
digitalisation to new frontiers.
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for communicating official government
announcements to citizens. The chatbot,
which is able to evaluate COVID-19 risks
and answer questions on exercise and
health has cumulatively sent millions of
messages. This is just one example of how
high quality, affordable cloud computing
enables firms across Europe to efficiently
run technology-based solutions to
problems posed by the pandemic.

airline like EasyJet will regularly waste an
estimated 40% of their fresh food every
year.5 Black Swan Data have been brought
on board in order to use machine learning
to predict customer desires so as to order
exact quantities of food and radically
cut EasyJet’s costs and waste. This is just
one example of the ways of AI’s ability to
optimise supply chains and cut costs for
businesses in these difficult times.

Tech tools playing a crucial
role: artificial intelligence

Geobotanics, an AgriTech platform offered
by UK-based Mantle Labs, draws on data
taken from satellite imaging to monitor
current agricultural conditions and give
advance warnings of food supply issues to
its customers. In response to the intense
pressure placed on global food supplies
in the first few months of the pandemic,
Mantle Labs offered its “Geobotanics”
platform to retailers free for a three-month
period. Geobotanics is a perfect example of
how AI driven platforms run on the cloud
are capable of delivering rapid answers to
serious economic and societal problems.

AI has also proved crucial to the survival of
many companies across the D9 in cutting
costs in a time of extreme financial duress.
Companies in hard-hit sectors have turned
to AI to find novel ways of reducing costs.
Easyjet, for example, have partnered up
with the UK-based artificial intelligence
specialists Black Swan Data in order to
optimise their food supply. According to
Black Swan Data CEO Steve King, a large

Etsimo
Etsimo is a Finnish tech company which harnesses AI and machine-learning
to enable healthcare providers to offer the customers predictive and
preventive healthcare through digital channels.
They responded promptly to the pandemic
by developing a CE-marked medical device
which draws on demographic information,
current symptoms and risk factors to help

guide patients to the care that they need.
Etsimo’s tech-driven solution offered a
way of managing patient journeys to help
healthcare systems cope with rising demand.
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Tech will be crucial to economic
and pandemic recovery
Tech will also be crucial to Europe’s
economic recovery. Even before the
pandemic, the evidence was clear, firms
who adopted digital technologies tended
to be more productive and perform better
than non-digital firms.7 As Europe re-builds
it should do so with one eye on the future,
ensuring that digitalisation is prioritised.
There is a window of opportunity that
must be seized. The pandemic has
changed consumer habits accelerating
a shift towards a more digital world. For
example, a survey of 3,700 consumers
revealed that more than half of
respondents now shop online more
frequently and rely on the internet more

for news, health-related information and
digital entertainment.8
The economic lockdown also jumpstarted
digital transformation amongst business.
The European Commission’s science and
knowledge service report examining early
lessons from the Covid crisis concluded
that the “crisis has acted as a boost for AI
adoption and data sharing, and created
new opportunities”.9
If Europe can lock in these changes and
build on the momentum created by
these unprecedented conditions, it can
build a tech-led recovery that is growth
focused whilst addressing the immediate

Connecterra
Connecterra is an AI company based in the Netherlands that developed a
platform which uses sensors and artificial intelligence to turn raw data into
insight-driven efficiencies.
Enabling farmers to both increase the
productivity of their farm and reduce their
environmental footprint, Connecterra
delivers an essential resource to farmers
seeking to respond quickly to the demands
of a global crisis. With lockdowns depriving
farms of their workforce, the sector faced

huge challenges. Connectera was informed
by its clients of the severity of the labour
shortage and updated its app accordingly,
empowering agribusinesses across its client
base to make up for the lack of manpower
through enhanced productivity based in data
science.
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jobs crisis - evidence shows that digital
firms are more likely to have hired new
employees over the past three years and
that digital technologies have an impact
on wages.10
However, this opportunity could be easily
missed as businesses make difficult
decisions on spending priorities. It is

expected that ICT spending in Europe
will actually fall by 3.86% this year and
only begin to increase again in 2022.11
European governments must therefore
incentivise and encourage firms to invest
in digitisation for example through the
use of digital adoption funds or a voucher
scheme.

The tech sector’s contribution to European job growth
The tech sector’s role in economic growth and job creation is not new.
++ European startups provide approximately two million jobs.12
++ In normal market circumstances, startups are Europe’s number one job
growth engine, growing over 10% per year – an incredible rate compared to
2.4% in construction, 1.5% in real estate, 0.9% wholesale and retail or 0.1% in
manufacturing.13
This has been driven by the use of AI which has been increasing in many areas

including healthcare, personal health, public services, financial markets, hospitality,
entertainment and cybersecurity.

AI allows companies to find solutions to new challenges, increase safety and save
time and money – all of which have been more important than ever during the

pandemic. Thanks to the creativity, talent and entrepreneurship of many of those

behind tech startups and to the backing of investors and individual governments,
the development and dissemination of AI is picking up pace everywhere in the

world. Eventually every part of the economy will benefit from its development and
with it the future growth of Europe and the prosperity of its citizens.
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Tech will be central to
pandemic resilience
Recovery is only half the battle – future resilience is essential. It is well documented that
parts of Europe are experiencing a second wave and that, more troublingly, a resurgence
in SARS-CoV-2 could occur as far into the future as 2025.14 We could also encounter new
forms of the virus or new pandemics . Long-term pandemic resilience is vital and here the
tech sector can play a central role.an impact on wages.
Tracking and testing capability
underpinned by digital ID
The World Health Organisation’s advice
on the best way for governments to slow
the advance of the coronavirus pandemic
was clear: “test, test, test”. Europe’s
biotech industry led the race to develop a
robust, scalable test with the D9 nations
Luxembourg and Estonia achieving the
second and third-highest testing rates in

the world.15 Meanwhile track-and-trace
systems have emerged at high speed.
In Europe, Solita’s Koronavilkku app was
successfully deployed in partnership with
the Finnish government. Ireland’s Covid
Tracker app has been downloaded by
approximately 10% of the population,
using Bluetooth and anonymous ID to allay
privacy concerns.
South Korea has, of course, been a leader

Corlytics
Corlytics is an Irish regtech company and global
leader in regulatory risk intelligence.
Early on in the year, Corlytics received
requests from clients to track Covid-19, and
soon developed the Covid-19 Regulation
Tracker which provides users with a userfriendly dashboard allowing them to track

regulatory responses to the pandemic
around the world. With clients’ staff working
from home, their cloud-based solution
meant everyone could work off the same
information, from any location, in real-time.
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of the ‘test, trace, and contain” strategy
– with deaths at just 0.63 per thousand
population, in contrast to France’s 45.78,
Italy’s 58.73 and the UK’s 62.55.16 This is
despite avoiding lockdowns of the kind
imposed in European countries. We have
an opportunity to learn from what it has
done in the past – but also on what it plans
to do now:
They will introduce a new ID system using
biometrics and blockchain technologies to
replace traditional IDs before the end of
2020.
The country’s Financial Services
Commission (FSC) has been running a
financial regulatory sandbox that allows
companies to test new services and
products, which would not have been
permissible under current regulations,
in a controlled environment during a
designated period of time. Since its launch
in April 2019 with an initial $3.5m of
funding, the sandbox had landed a total
$110m of funding and created 380 jobs.
The FSC has said that 36 fintech services
have launched through the sandbox, with
another 66 in the final stage of approval.
Seven of these fintechs have grown to the
point where they are looking to expand to
14 new markets.
The FSC has further emphasised that the
pandemic has made the sandbox more
important than ever: “With the Covid,
19 pandemic, the demand for data or
platform-driven services has increased.”17

The key enabler of smooth and
secure online transactions, be it
shopping or banking, is a personal
digital ID. Most of European
countries still lack a widely
adopted digital ID, even though
it is the foundation for a lot of
services including interaction with
governments and municipalities.
In Scandinavia banks (Sweden)
and mobile operators (Norway)
have taken the initiative with
great success. Both are great
examples that have sparked a
lot of innovation. But neither is
usable outside the home market.
D9 governments have a great
opportunity to draw on these
experiencaes and set common
plans for all of Europe to follow.
This will truly enable Europeanwide innovation and create
companies that can compete
globally
- Björn Thorngren, MEDS.se

Of course, the benefits of such a system go
way beyond the pandemic. Digital ID has
the potential to unlock access to banking,
government benefits, education, and many
other critical services. A McKinsey study of
seven countries estimated that extending
full Digital ID coverage could unlock
economic value equivalent to 3 to 13% of
GDP in 2030, with over half of the potential
economic value accruing to individuals.18
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First steps to Digital Frontrunner countries
collaborating on digital ID: Denmark as a case study
The EU Commission has been debating

the right solutions and lead the way

and ensure participation from as many

scheme. According to a case study

the best way to introduce digital ID

European countries as possible in the
scheme. However, there are several

towards a unified, EU-wide Digital ID
analysis by Ada Scupola as part of

the European Horizon 2020 project,20

barriers that member states and any

the Danish government has invested

overcome in order to make this feasible

e-commerce and the network society

third party participants would have to

in a landscape of harmonisation or even

of mutual recognition. At domestic level,
they include social barriers, such as a

pervasive culture of distrust and fear of
loss of anonymity; potential economic
barriers that include the high costs

associated with the transition to a digital
economy and fully digitised public

sector; technical problems such as the
lack of interoperability, legacy issues

and existing proprietary standards; the
aversion to change at organisational
level; and legal barriers that include
national laws that impact identity.19
The introduction of Digital ID in

Denmark is a success story that could
help other European countries to find

in the past 20 years in expanding

based on a “demand-oriented” approach
and the principle that the end goal of
widespread adoption of e-commerce

was to promote better quality of life and
to aid the development of the current

Danish welfare society model. A complex
funding scheme saw the central

government providing seed money to

regional and local authorities who were
responsible for their own digitisation

initiatives. Denmark’s track record of

investment in digitisation of public
services and information network

society investments and vision and
ambition to do better than other

countries in this area were key aspects
that allowed for the introduction and
growth of its Digital ID scheme.
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How Europe has supported the
tech sector in the pandemic
Our coalition members span nine EU countries, and they are funded by investors from
across the world. Their competitors are not national, but global. In that context, it’s
important to look at how different countries within Europe, but also across the world,
have supported the tech sector.

A. EU support – a good fund that needs to be expanded
As well as relaxing rules to allow member states to provide their own support, the EU
launched a fund for innovative solutions to COVID-19. The EIC Accelerator Pilot has
awarded €166 million to 36 startups and SMEs who can help combat the coronavirus
pandemic, the majority in the form of equity investments. An extra €150 million was
recently allocated to this funding round, bringing the combined total to over €314 million.
This is a good initiative and well structured, but it was too small. Almost 4,000 startups
and SMEs applied to the EIC Accelerator pilot in March. By the Commission’s own
assessment, over 1,400 proposed innovations would have been able to help with the
coronavirus outbreak or future resilience – but this is far more than they were able to
back from the funding allocated.

Our recommendations:
1. The Commission should now commit to expanding their EIC fund’s size and scope to

focus on pandemic resilience. For a small fraction of the Commission’s €750 billion
Covid recovery effort, a huge boost to pandemic resilience – and the future of the tech
sector – could be secured.
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B. Support by countries across the digital frontrunner nations
The countries our coalition members live and work in have had very different
approaches to supporting the tech sector through the pandemic. Many startups have
struggled because the form of support from governments has failed to understand their
circumstances. Our analysis finds three categories of EU countries:

“Start-ups have so much to teach
to companies: how to be agile, how
to change your work conditions
quickly if needed; how to enter
foreign markets; how to be flexible
regarding working hours and
where you work from for this
period of time. Start-ups can be
like role models. That’s why the
EU should prioritise funding for
startups to enable recovery and
resilience”.

Tech growth focused. For example, the
UK’s €560 million Future Fund gives
matched loans to startups that can also
get private investment backing. This
gives SMEs without long revenue history
support, but ensures they are strong
enough to also attract private sector
support. To date, 565 companies have
been approved for £565.3m worth of
Convertible Loan Agreements. Coadec,
the policy voice of startups in the UK,
described it as a “life-saver.”

Tech survival focused. For example, the
- Kadri Tammai, Tehnopol.
Netherlands COL loan, while also providing
matched loans above a certain amount,
requires much more detailed evidence of
revenue loss and future needs, and has a very high evidence burden on the SME involved
in terms of, for example, cost cutting measures. As a programme, it appears more focused
on survival than growth.
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General company focused. For example, Belgium has a general credit deferral measure,
but not one that stimulates company growth or is particularly focused on innovative
SMEs.
We have detailed the different approaches of the digital frontrunner countries, alongside
France and Germany, in the table below.

Our recommendations:
2. Digital Frontrunner states should seek to harmonise their support for startups. If
Europe is going to meet its goal of capitalising on the next wave of technologicallydriven innovation, it cannot let the liquidity shortfall caused by Covid-19 wipe out
a range of promising and innovative startups. The crucial issue, however, that

has plagued high-growth startups at seed and pre-seed stage across the digital

frontrunner countries is that they have often been excluded from the financing made
available to SMEs by their respective governments. Many of the emergency loans
offered to SMEs are conditional upon a demonstrable loss of turnover or require

repayment of interest – options which are not open to high-growth startups which
may still find themselves at the pre-profit or pre-revenue stage.

3. Digital Frontrunner governments should explore the benefit of Digital Adoption
Funds. More than anything, the Covid-19 crisis has shown that, for thousands of

businesses across all sectors, digitisation is the key to economic survival. Adaptability
depends, above all else, on technology, and we now find ourselves in an age where

organisations must transform themselves rapidly in response to changing regulative

circumstances to match the flow and ebb of the pandemic. It is also clear Europe lags

behind the US in digitisation and this not only affects efficiencies in traditional sectors
but also stifles the continent’s tech ecosystem. The digital frontrunner countries

should take lessons from the most tech-friendly nations around the world. Digital

Adoption Funds, modelled in the manner of Singapore’s scheme or Ireland’s smallerscale Digital vouchers, would thus be crucial to ensuring a tech-powered recovery.
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Tech and innovative-company schemes across the digital frontrunner
countries and selected European countries
Category

Country

Form of support
Denmark used its Growth Fund to create a specific package of support
which includes:
++ Startup loans

Denmark

++ Investor loans

++ Business Angel loans
++ Syndicated loans

Innovation Fund Denmark was also awarded additional DKK 350
million to target innovative, high risk SMEs and startups.

Tech
growth
focused

UK

€560 million Future Fund gives matched loans to startups that can
also get private investment backing. This gives SMEs without long
revenue history support, but ensures they are strong enough to also
attract private sector support.

Germany

A specific liquidity programme of up to €2 billion was provided to
German startups through investors. The fund included some support
to public investors to provide matched funding for private investors.

France

France provided startups with the opportunity to raise new bridging
finance through a Bpifrance programme. They also provided a specific
€4 billion scheme focused on refinancing and tax credits.
The majority of support is available to all companies however:

Luxembourg

Netherlands

++ The Young Enterprise Grant to support the growth of innovative
companies increased its co-founding from 50% to 70%.
++ Capital grants were also made available to early stage
startups which requires no guarantees and can have flexible
reimbursement.

Netherlands COL loan provides matched loans above a certain
amount. It requires detailed evidence of revenue loss and future
needs, and has a high evidence burden on the SME involved in terms
of, for example, cost cutting measures
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Category

Country

Form of support

Finland

Finland has a specific Research, development and innovation loan
for SMEs for SMEs negatively impacted by covid-19. These SMEs must
be of a certain size. It also has a specific unemployment benefit for
entrepreneurs who have already received a startup grant, but who
cannot work. Most of its support, however, is focused on general
companies.

Tech
survival
focused
Belgium

Estonia

Guaranteed credit programme for SMEs, the self-employed and notfor-profit organisations.
Support to the self-employed and SMEs in difficulty through a monthly
payment of between €1300-1600
Specific grants to small turnover companies
Loan guarantees: up to 90% of guaranteed loan for max €5m for
companies which apply. They must have no overdue debts and must
not have been “in difficulty”. Individual loans cannot exceed €5m.
Estonia launched a hackathon for COvid-19 solutions with immediate
grants for successful competitors.

General
company
focused

A survey by Estonian tech companies in April said the sector was
surviving well, but called for Estonia to consider equity-based support
Ireland

Irish support is focused on the general needs of businesses with a
range of schemes including credit guarantees; and loans.
Ireland’s action on Covid-19 for tech companies was criticised by Scale
Ireland for being insufficient relative to the challenges tech companies
faced, and they were asked to replicate the policies put in place by
Germany and France, among others.

Sweden

Sweden’s Covid-19 policy has been markedly different from other
states, and therefore its ‘lockdown’ support is obviously less necessary.
It has no specific startup support.
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Learning from other digital frontrunner countries
In general, digital frontrunner countries can learn a great deal from one another. Ireland’s
Trading Online Vouchers, for example, provide small businesses with less than 10
employees with financial assistance of up to €2500, as well as training and advice on
trading online. Ireland’s Covid Online Retail Scheme similarly supports small businesses
with grants of up to €40 000 for the use of enhancing their online presence. These
measures represent a great example of targeted policies that are well-suited to the
needs of the current crisis, and should be adapted and massively expanded by other
digital frontrunner countries. Similarly, the resounding success and popularity amongst
British start-ups of the Future Fund should serve as an urgent reminder to other digital
frontrunner countries of the importance of implementing startup-friendly emergency
financial alternatives in the form of convertible loans that can be accessed by highgrowth startups that currently find themselves at a pre-profit or even pre-revenue stage.
The Netherland’s statement on non-paper digitalisation should be adopted by other
digital frontrunner countries committed to upholding and even accelerating the digital
strategy announced by the EU on the 19th of February. Governments must commit to
rapid investment in AI, cloud and quantum computing.
Digital frontrunner countries must also recommit to upskilling and reskilling employees.
Other digital frontrunner governments must follow suit and make clear their commitment
to a digitalised single market and rapid growth of European technological infrastructure.

Worksome
Denmark’s Worksome connects highly skilled freelancers with companies
wanting access to flexible talent to solve their critical business issues.
Their powerful matching algorithm finds the
best candidate for the job within 24 hours
from a pool of thousands of relevant profiles,
with the company then free to choose
the perfect match for the job. With labour

markets changing rapidly and startups
in all sectors needing quick, efficient and
agile recruitment, Worksome is yet another
example of AI and machine learning helping
to meet the challenges of the future.
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C. Support by countries outside the EU
Countries outside the EU are – once again – forging ahead:
++ Singapore, for example, has invested $352 million to help local businesses digitally
transform in response to COVID-19 as well as providing specific support to tech
companies in the pandemic. This compares to just €5.5m from the Irish government
to support Irish-owned retailers to become competitive online.
++ Israel allotted an additional budget of NIS 390 million ($115 million) to the Israel
Innovation Authority, the government’s tech investment arm, to increase support for
SMEs in the Covid-19 crisis.
Singapore has a population of 5 million, and Israel has 8.8 million people. These are small
countries spending a large amount on their digital future.

Our recommendations:
4. Digital frontrunner states should collaborate on digital ID to create a blueprint for
Europe to follow

Digital ID has the potential to unlock access to banking, government benefits, education,
and many other critical services and therefore secure significant additional economic
value. As well as supporting the recovery on an economic level, digital identity could
also form the centrepiece of a more robust track-and-trace system in future pandemic
scenarios.
However, EU-wide implementation of a digital ID scheme has many barriers to overcome
and will take many years to achieve. A sensible first step would be for digital frontrunner
states to learn from the example of countries like Denmark, especially in terms of
digitising public services while investing in increased internet penetration and digital
access. Second, digital frontrunner countries should look at specific collaborations so
that digital ID is usable across borders – to support responses in future pandemics, and
facilitate better access to healthcare, and innovation in public services. Digital frontrunner
countries can take the lead in adopting such technologies that enlist the benefits while
protecting citizens’ privacy, providing a blueprint for other European nations to follow.
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The future of work
If future national lockdowns are required, companies will need to continue operating with
staff working from home. As of 2019, only 5.4% of employed in the EU-27 worked from
home – a share that had remained constant since 2009.21 Early estimates suggest that
close to 40% of those currently working in the EU began to telework fulltime as a result
of the pandemic. Even as workers return to the office it seems likely that a significant
degree of digital working is here to stay.
This extraordinary shift has been enabled by digital communication platforms, but what is
less well known is the potential growth from increased digital working. One study shows
that if digitally-lagging sectors such as manufacturing, mining and healthcare double
their use of digital assets and increase the digitisation of labour, the EU-28 could add
€2.5trn to its GDP by 2025, boosting GDP growth by 1% each year until then.
One of the advantages of digital working is its inherent flexibility. Here, European tech
companies are at the forefront of developments.

Our recommendations:
5. Capture best practice on remote working / education from across digital

frontrunner countries and share at EU level to secure the potential growth from
increased digital working, increase productivity in the traditional economy and build
future pandemic resilience.
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Concerns about the future
of the sector
In our work for this report, we conducted in-depth qualitative interviews with our
coalition members to understand where they see the core risks for the future of the tech
sector as a result of Covid. They identified two:
First a concern that, as trade tensions increase and the EU seeks a drive for technological
sovereignty at the same time as a global recession, foreign investment will decline.
Second, a concern that regulation will become a deterrent to scaling and growth.

We have to ask ourselves, do we
want the next big companies
to come from Europe? If we do
– rather than the US or China
– we need to protect foreign
investment. For a lot of startups,
outside investment is a big part
of the future. I don’t know why
politicians would want to risk
that, it would be a huge risk
to shrink the opportunities for
growth.
- Christian Walther Øyrabø, Autovice A/S

The EU is already starting from behind
when it comes to cultivating a tech
ecosystem and risks losing ground
in its traditional sectoral strengths.
Overall the EU-28 lag behind the US in
terms of digitisation, with only 66% of
manufacturing firms in the EU having
adopted at least one digital technology,
compared to 78% in the US. In construction,
40% of EU firms and 61% of US firms have
adopted one digital technology. In services
the difference in adoption rates is 13%
points and in infrastructure is 11%. Unless
policymakers push digitisation further up
the agenda, the tech sector’s opportunity
for growth will be curtailed and with it the
traditional economy’s scope for greater
efficiencies.22
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Reliance on VC capital and foreign investment
In recent years European startups have benefited from an abundance of venture capital
investment. In just four years VC funding more than doubled in the EU-28, from €16.08bn
in 2015 to €38.88bn in 2019. 23 This is undoubtedly a great success story, but points to
potential vulnerabilities too. Investment activity in March and April this year was not
significantly lower than in previous months (and the same as months from a year ago).
However, those deals were in the making long before the crisis and as venture capital
investment activity is a lagging indicator, we could yet see a fall materialise in the coming
months as the economic impact of Covid-19 begins to bite deep. Financial headwinds
from Covid-19 that are compounded by a slowing of venture capital investment would be
disastrous for the sector, as it was for China last year when a ‘capital winter’ saw hundreds
of startups including several unicorns go bust.24
Further to this, it is important to recognise how important foreign investment is. In
2019 just 34% of venture capital investment in European startups was domestic. The
importance of capital from abroad is even more pronounced in investment rounds above
€50 million, where just 18% came from domestic sources while 37% came from North
America.25 With venture capital investment so crucial to the sector – especially from
outside Europe – it’s clear that any policy changes that have a negative effect on this will
be disastrous for startups and scaleups.

Our recommendations:
6. Ensure foreign VC investment continues. European startups have become used

to an abundance of venture capital investment, with it more than doubling in the
past four years. This is a great success story and one that the Commission should
celebrate. Formulating policy to encourage this can be complex, but at the very least
policymakers should ensure the technological sovereignty agenda does nothing
to damage foreign investment. This would risk creating a liquidity crisis that could
wipe out a generation of innovative startups which will be so crucial to the economic
recovery and future pandemic resilience. Any proposals must involve extensive
consultation with investors to ensure that foreign investment – which has been a
major driver of the growth of European tech companies – is not deterred.

7. Ensure that foreign contribution to European digital infrastructure and talent

continues. The growth of Europe’s digital infrastructure and talent pool is of critical
importance to economic recovery, and thus we ask that the role of foreign companies
in investing in European data centres, telecommunications networks and skills hubs
be recognised. Particularly, the EU must re-frame its commitment to technological
sovereignty in a way that does not endanger the ongoing investment in European
digital infrastructure by non-state actors for the sole reason that they are not of
European origin.
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The risk from regulatory burdens
Prosperity relies on a culture of innovation, which operates in something of a
fragile environment in Europe. Europe has many advantages over the US and China
but it is not clear if the regulatory environment of the future will be one of them.
The Commission needs to ensure, for example, that the proposals it is currently
considering for AI regulation are not heavy-handed. We have raised serious concerns
separately about the proposed broad definitions of AI and high-risk AI, damaging exante regulations and impractical human oversight rules.26

Digital sovereignty works best
when building the regulatory
framework for startups to set
up and scale. Creating data
borders would have the opposite
effect, driving talent away and
ultimately giving businesses in
the EU worse opportunities to
compete globally.
- Benedikt Blomeyer, Allied for Startups

It was very encouraging to see such
positive language from leading
politicians in a recent position paper.
Ministers from 14 countries argued that
by approaching AI in a proportionate
and risk-based manner, “we are able to
build an ecosystem based on trust as
well as enable innovation and scalability
across borders. By creating a common
and truly European approach, we have
the opportunity to take the lead in this
area and inspire and compete at a global
level.”27

Such an approach should be considered
when developing the concept of
technological sovereignty’, an issue which
is rising up the political agenda in Brussels. Enabling European companies to play
a greater part in the ongoing and rapid expansion of Europe’s digital infrastructure,
including telecom networks and cloud services, is the right thing to do. So too is
considering how to increase Europe’s ability to better compete with the United
States and China in the digital race. After all, Europe’s top five tech companies have
a total value of $468bn – way behind China’s $1.2 trillion and the US’s $4.9 trillion –
10 times bigger than Europe. On the other hand, however, there is the risk that the
technological sovereignty agenda transforms from a call to arms for the expansion
of Europe’s own tech ecosystem into a defensive demand for protectionism. Such a
move could choke off investment at a time of pronounced vulnerability for Europe’s
startups and scaleups.
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After Covid, the question of how technological sovereignty will manifest itself in
policy terms is more pressing than ever. It comes in response to growing unease in
Europe about the explosive expansion of American and Chinese tech companies.
President Ursula von der Leyen has made it clear that attaining “technological
sovereignty” for the EU is to be one of the overarching goals of her Commission, but
precisely what the term means is still being defined.
On the one hand, technological sovereignty could simply mean European companies
playing a greater part in the ongoing and rapid expansion of Europe’s digital
infrastructure, including telecom networks and cloud services. At the present
moment, the cloud-computing market in the EU is dominated by the US – 92% of
the world’s data is stored in the United States.28 The EU has sought to respond by
funding a “federated cloud infrastructure”, promising a total €2bn over the coming
years. In the meantime, France and Germany have themselves already collated
in the creation of GAIA-X, an attempt to create a unified ecosystem of data and
cloud computing services. Most recently France, the UK and the Netherlands have
all restricted Huawei’s involvement in the implementation of 5G upgrades to their
telecommunications system to peripheral and less sensitive sections of the networks.
On the other hand, however, there is a risk that the increase in calls for technological
sovereignty transform into a defensive demand for protectionism. At this crucial
economic juncture, an increased regulatory burden and the potential exclusion of
investment, knowledge and tech infrastructure from around the globe could be

Abodoo
Abodoo is a global skills-matching platform for connecting remote workers to
employment opportunities around the world.
Based in Ireland and operating across 62
countries, the intelligence powered platform
matches people with business in an efficient
way, eliminating hours of searching and
sifting through jobs or candidates. Abodoo

was created in response to the growing
worldwide trend towards remote working,
a great example of the tech sector not only
enabling economic growth but facilitating
pandemic resilience too.
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devastating for Europe’s tech sector - and with the economic prosperity and future
pandemic resilience it offers.
For example, Europe has seen huge growth in the data centre market and continued
digital transformation and digitisation will require that growth not just to continue
but to accelerate. This infrastructure is key to Europe’s digital economy - for example
the data centre and cloud industry accounts for 20% of the Netherlands’ foreign
direct investment.29 Investment in the infrastructure of the future is intrinsically linked
to the EU’s future prosperity and growth ambitions. Confusion around what “digital
sovereignty” means in practice could threaten future investment.
There are just two examples of why the involvement of the tech sector internationally
matters to Europe and highlight why the pursuit of technological sovereignty
should avoid a descent into protectionism. For that reason, the pursuit of European
technological sovereignty must be informed, actionable, and forward-thinking. It must
recognise the global realities of digital and technological progress and harness these
in favour of European tech potential.

Our recommendations:
8. Adopt regulatory frameworks that encourage innovation and consider a

moratorium on new regulation until a body such as the EIC’s Innovation Forum has
undertaken a review. Europe’s tech sector is dependent on a culture of innovation
and the future regulatory environment needs to support this. With potentially heavyhanded regulations being considered for AI and other areas, it is appropriate for the
Commission and national governments to place a pause on the new regulations and
focus on empowering startups to lead the post-Covid recovery. A moratorium on
new tech regulation could be kept in place until a body, such as EIC’s new Innovation
Forum, has completed a review of policy across Europe and made recommendations
on how to stimulate innovation, ensure optimal conditions, make better use of
existing tools and improve regulation. As the Digital Future for Europe coalition has
always maintained, not least through our recent response to the EU AI White
Paper consultation, we wish to see the right regulations for placing AI at the heart of
Europe’s digital future. Our question is ‘when’, not ‘if’ further regulation is needed for
the sector.
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The opportunities
While there are significant threats, our coalition remains optimistic about the potential of
digital frontrunner countries - and those across the European Union - to use their inherent
strengths with a single market (which needs to be fully digitised in its function and
scope); highly educated populations; great public services; world-leading businesses in all
sectors; and deep cooperation and shared values to support the next wave of innovation.
In addition to the recommendations
above, we have also identified two other
key areas of focus.

Skills and talent

We need to upskill 200 million
EU citizens in the next 15 years.
That’s a unique situation, the first
time in history we need to upskill
people who have already gone
through the education system.
We therefore need solutions
that empower people to learn
to ensure we keep producing
home-grown talent. At the same
time, we need to attract global
talent and mutual recognition of
Startup Visas across the D9 would
be a step in the right direction.

With the need for greater digitisation
compounded by a lack of digital skills, the
need for new talent - including that from
beyond the EU - is acute. Firstly, because
there is a shortage of machine learning
experts. Secondly because there have
been relatively few breakout successes
in Europe, the talent pool with growth
stage expertise is limited. One of the ways
Europe could close the gap is in being
- Mart Aro, DreamApply /Nordic
more attractive and open to global talent.
EdTech Forum.
Here of course it faces competition from
the US but while Silicon Valley remains
a draw, US H-1B visas are difficult to get
and designed for employees rather than founders of companies. If Europe were to better
harmonise existing ‘startup visas’ for founders it could attract a new wave of global talent
to base themselves and, more importantly their intellectual capital, in Europe.
This should be matched by an increased commitment to the skills training and
accreditation for Europeans, where we have made extensive recommendations
in the past.
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Our recommendations:
9. Mutual recognition of Startup Visas across the Digital Frontrunner nations to

attract global talent. Digital Frontrunner countries should recognise visas such
as those issued by other digital frontrunner states to allow entrepreneurs to move
between countries, establish subsidiaries and bring products and services to market
more easily. This could provide a stepping stone towards a harmonised approach
across the rest of Europe, to enable the mobility of founders and entrepreneurs when
working across the continent.

The significant opportunity through better use of the public
sector
Every year over 250,000 public authorities in Europe spend around €2 trillion on the
purchase of services, works and supplies. In many sectors such as energy, transport, waste
management, social protection and the provision of health or education services, public
authorities are the principal buyers. The public sector can therefore use procurement to
boost jobs, growth and investment in the tech sector and in doing so harness the power
of machine learning and AI to ensure public services are more innovative, resourceful and
energy efficient.

When you talk to startups they
want to have more guidance
as to how to access resourcing
– for example what funding is
available, the type of paperwork
that they need to go through,
what sort of labs they can reach
out to. There is more of a sense
of urgency; they need more
opportunities to get a grant or
apply to a tender. We should
expect the D9 to be leading the
way on best practice on this.
- Eline Chivot, Center for Data
Innovation

Part of this approach should include
embracing open data principles in the public
sector to encourage innovation in public
services. It must also include a significant
lowering of the barriers to entry for startups
and scale-ups who want to compete for
public contracts. Many tender processes
automatically shut out startups through
outdated qualification requirements, such
as thresholds on turnover and duration of
existence. Not only is this depriving startups
of the chance to compete for a share of
that €2 trillion worth of contracts but public
services are deprived of opportunities for
more improved procurement – a potentially
expensive outcome given that a 1% efficiency
gain could save €20 billion per year.30
By driving forward the digital transformation
of public services, future disruption to public
services from a resurgence of the pandemic
can be minimised.
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Our recommendations:
In previous reports we made extensive recommendations on how the public sector
could enhance its ability to digitise and promote growth in the tech sector.

10. Secure greater progress on openness and movement of data. We welcome the EC’s
commitment to making the EU a leader in a data-driven society, in which data can
flow freely and legally across sectors and borders. We must, however, further build on
the European data strategy to create common requirements of open data, and better
facilitate data interoperability including through the adoption of shared open data
standards between nations. In terms of the movement of data – including personal
data in specific areas – countries must develop agreement across national borders
with trials on priority areas in the digital frontrunner countries.

Digital frontrunner countries could lead the way in developing a forward-thinking data
economy that builds on the expanded principles articulated by the Finnish Presidency
in their 2019 “Principles for a human-centric, thriving and balanced data economy”.
Like the Finnish Presidency, we believe that the expansion of the data economy
requires “further investments in the production of high-quality data at all levels”, and
we welcome the all-important acknowledgement that “Policy approaches in the data
economy should ensure a technology-neutral framework”. The digital frontrunner
countries should lead the way in establishing a policy framework for data that is
inherently adaptable to rapid technological development in the industry.
The economic and social significance of harnessing big data can hardly be
exaggerated. As reports have shown, data-powered real-time traffic avoidance
navigation could save up to 730 million hours, approximating up to €20 billion lost in
labour value.31 As the Finnish Presidency put it in their 2019 “Principles for a humancentric, thriving and balanced data economy”, “data sharing benefits all”.32
Now the EU needs to go further in recognising that, just as Covid has exponentially
accelerated the global digital race, so too must European Governments respond in
kind with a radically sped-up strategy for the promotion of the data economy.

11. Lead the way on innovative public sector procurement and R&D including adopting
scaleup targets and increasing investment in very early stage high-risk projects.
Every year over 250,000 public authorities in Europe spend around €2 trillion on the
purchase of services, works and supplies. By ensuring startups have a fair chance of
bidding for contracts, the public sector can use procurement to boost jobs, growth and
investment in the tech sector and in doing so harness the power of machine learning
and AI to create an economy that is more innovative, resourceful and energy efficient.
In the process, we can ensure tech plays a greater role in making public services more
efficient and accessible to citizens.
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Thanks
The Digital Future for Europe coalition has over 100
supporters made up of successful tech startups, scaleups,
unicorns, think tanks and trade associations from across
digital frontrunner nations. Digital Future for Europe
formed to help our countries learn from best practice on
tech policy, and to support national governments and the
European Commission in developing policies that will help
European tech companies grow.
Our campaign is kindly supported by Google. However,
this is a campaign led by coalition supporters and all of
our publications and policy positions are informed by their
experiences – gathered through individual interviews,
surveys and conversations. We are extremely grateful to
everyone who has taken the time to offer their thoughts
and expertise.
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